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We will not meet Jean-Pierre on the pathways of life: the bone marrow transplant that was
undertaken did not work and the leukemia that was gnawing for the last decade, has had the better
of him. His optimism was infectious and everyone around him was terribly surprised by his death on
15 June 2012.
Jean-Pierre Dedieu was born on 8 September 1949 in Saint-Girons, a small town in the Ariège
country in the Pyrenees mountains. He comes from a humble background, strongly attached to the
schools of the republic. He spent his youth in Pamiers, his adolescence in Toulouse while remaining
strongly committed to the pastoral life that the family of his paternal grandparents led. He recounted
this period of a vanished world in a little book La vallée du Nert.
His passion for mathematics was confirmed during his university years in the late sixties and
early seventies. He then chose the path of mathematical research and obtained his Ph.D. in June
1975 under the direction of Marc Atteia, Étude d’un point de vue projectif des fonctionnelles convexes
produits tensoriels des fonctionnelles convexes. By this time he acquired a perfect mastery of functional
analysis, convex analysis, projective spaces and the weak topology in Hilbert spaces. The background
of these studies are the development of criteria for existence of solutions of nonconvex optimization
problems.1 A result which he particularly enjoyed is a sufficient condition so that the difference of two
sets be closed [1]. This is obtained through the concept of asymptotic cone introduced in his thesis.
Later Jean-Pierre studied some problems of theoretical interpolation as the convergence of quintic
spline interpolation [2]. In the case of metric spaces, he gave a pointwise convergence result of the
interpolation to the interpolated function at any point of continuity [3]: this result is a simple and
beautiful statement.
Jean-Pierre was familiar with this type of statement. For instance, he established a necessary and
sufficient condition for a point to be the global minimum of a differentiable function: a point is a global
minimum iff at this point the gradient of the function is zero and the function is equal to its bi-conjugate.
It’s a nice exercise that Jean-Pierre never published and that he gave to his students in the late eighties.
It was at this time that Jean-Pierre looked at different aspects of solving systems of equations and
began collaborations with the community of computer algebra: Luis Miguel Pardo from Santander,
Marc Giusti from the École Polytechnique, Joos Heintz from Buenos Aires and others from theMedicis
and TERA groups. He understood that the intensive development of computing on machines requires
the comparison of the points of view of approximate calculation and exact calculation. It is the source
of the famous SEAdays at CIRMLuminy (Marseille, France) inNovember 1993wherehemetMike Shub
1 One can find all the publications of Jean-Pierre on the website: http://www.math.univ-toulouse.fr/~dedieu/.
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and Steve Smale. The collaboration that begun with Steve and that he continued with Mike become
to successful in late 90s.
But first he endorsed the ideas developed by Steve and Mike in their famous series Complexity of
Bézout Theorem to define preciselywhat is a numerical problem. This point of view provides a rigorous
theoretical framework to the concepts of condition number and inverse condition number of one
numerical problem. This is achieved in his paper [4], Approximate Solutions of Numerical Problems,
Condition Number Analysis and Condition Number Theorems.
In fact this paper contains the seeds of the project that will guide the research of Jean-
Pierre for important issues like: the separation number problem, the eigenvalues problem, the QR
decomposition, homogeneous polynomial systems solving, trigonometric equations, optimization
problems, the method of interior points, Newton’s method on manifolds, homotopy methods.
An important issue for algorithms of solving equations is the separation number between two
roots. In the case of one variable, one knew from Hadamard several lower bounds for the separation
number that were expressed using the discriminant. Jean-Pierre proposed a new perspective in his
paper [5], Estimations for the Separation Number of a Polynomial System. He introduced a separation
number in the projective case and gave lower and upper bounds which are expressed in term of the
Bézout number and the distance to the discriminant variety. In the affine case, he worked with the
techniques of exclusion methods to link the separation number to the positive root of one concave
polynomial determined from the Taylor series. The resulting estimates are sharp.
The eigenvalue problem was one of those he preferred. In his paper [7], Condition operators,
condition numbers and condition number theorem for the generalized eigenvalue problem, he
reformulates the classical approach (i.e. that of Stewart and Sun). Following the strategy he adopted
to define the condition number of one numerical problem, he first defined the condition operator
as the differential of a certain map. This point of view is geometric since this condition operator is
independent of the choice of norms and the representation of objects. The condition number is then
provided by one norm of this operator. This theoretical material is used to show a condition number
theorem: the inverse distance of the initial problem to all ill-posed eigenvalue problems is equal to the
condition number.
For the anecdote, Jean-Pierre had written a sequel to this paper on the inverse condition number
of the generalized eigenvalue problem, but it seems it was never published. For sparse polynomials
system, Jean-Pierre also investigated a notion of condition number following discussions with Steve
Smale at Hong-Kong in 1996 [6].
The ideas outlined above lead to surprising resultswhen they are applied to optimization problems.
In his paper [8], Does optimality imply ill-posedness? Some remarks about certain min–max optimization
problems, Jean-Pierre establishes a general result that explains why the optimal solutions of min–max
problem are necessarily ill-posed and therefore difficult to compute. This is the case for the problem
of minimizing the largest eigenvalue of a symmetric matrix or for the following semidefinite
programming problem: minimization of a linear function of a symmetric matrix variable subject to
linear and positive semidefinite constraints.
But in the last decade, the central problem for Jean-Pierre was that of the approximation of
solutions of polynomial systems. One question is that of the complexity to approximate a solution.
Results of Mike Shub and Steve Smale show that this complexity (i.e., the number of steps of one
homotopymethod) depends on the square of the condition number. To change the scale of complexity,
the idea is to follow geodesic curves in the metric of this condition number: these geodesics have
the right property to avoid ill-conditioned systems, which is not the case for the other curves. This
helps to understand the work of Jean-Pierre on Newton’s method in all its facets. He wrote about
twenty papers on the subject in collaboration with Mike Shub, Gregrio Malajovich, Carlos Beltran,
Diego Armentano, Paola Boito, Chong Li, Jin-Hua Wang, Dimitri Nowicki, Pierre Priouret, Myong-Hi
Kim, Françoise Tisseur, Roy Adler, Steve Smale.
A recentmathematical project of Jean-Pierrewas to revisit the ideas ofWilkinson in the light of the
calculation model of Blum-Shub-Smale and the progress on the condition number. He had persuaded
Paola Boito, Chèze Guillaume, Olivier Ruatta and Mike Shub to consider this model with that of the
floating point numbers in order to study an old problem: what can we calculate and determine when
we are using the arithmetic of the floating point numbers?
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Jean-Pierre was hit in full creativity. There were plenty of projects: writing a book about
complexities and history (he had gathered all thematerial for that), another on numerical methods on
manifolds (he taught a master course on the subject), continuing his mathematical sculptures, giving
lectures on his work without forgetting . . . building new hives for his bees.
Fortunately, in addition to his papers, Jean-Pierre leaves us with two wonderful books. The first,
Points fixes,zéros et la méthode de Newton, surprises us with his personal way of introducing the basic
concepts and leading us to clear statements and elegant evidence. The second in colaboration with
Luca Amodei, Analyse numérique matricielle, cours et exercices corrigés, gives a new point of view on
matrix analysis with original results and exciting exercices.
Jean-Pierre was associate editor of Journal of Complexity and Foundation Of Computational
Mathematics. Among all the responsibilities he has assumed during his university life, these are the
only ones he really enjoyed.
Here is the description of Jean-Pierre made by José Manuel Gutierrez, a Spanish mathematician, at
the news of his disappearance: he was a great mathematician, a generous colleague and, throughout, a
beautiful person. I perfectly remember the first time he came to Logroño, he was enjoying watching the a
glass of good wine vineyards, dining with colleagues or talking about anything with
If by a sunny day, you go near Carbonne, alone, with family or lovers, remember you there is a
wonderful place, the museum garden Abbal near the cemetery where is buried Jean-Pierre. So, go
ahead with some very good bottles. Then, in the shade of cedars enjoy a drink not to mention giving
a drink grounded in memory of Jean-Pierre. Finally, in the Garonne close by, go for a swim like Jean-
Pierre loved so well.
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